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1. Introduction

The early experience, in 80’s, of the use of electrical stimulation in thalamus (Vim and Voa/Vop nucleus) and Globus pallidus internus (GPI) to treat Parkinson’s disease (PD) promoted the well known performance in subthalamic nucleus (STN) neuromodulation. More recently, in 2000’s, the reutilization of old targets (utilized in lesions procedures) like Prelemniscal radiations (Raprl) and motor cortex, and new targets like Pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) and Zona Incerta (Zi) complemented the tools to treat PD. The use of neuromodulation in thalamus, Gpi and STN in the treatment of Parkinson disease are spread around the world and strongly reinforced the electricity’s utilization in different brain nuclei, not only for clinical aspects but also in physiopathological basic research. By otherwise, the emergent targets need to demonstrate they use and effectiveness like a tool in the treatment of the illness.

This chapter is focused in the study of Raprl neuromodulation to ameliorate the symptoms and signs of PD, analyzing the anatomical and physiological background in this area (Carrillo-Ruiz et al, 2007; Ito, 1975; Velasco F et al, 1972, 2009). Through this article is demonstrated that exists clear evidence that Raprl is a good surgical point to treat PD patients.

2. Anatomy

Subthalamic area is part of diencephalum. It is constructed like a pyramid with base in the bottom and has an upper trunked-vertex. This space is formed by nucleus and fibers in a small compact volume of few cubic millimeters. Nuclei are divided in two: 1) Subthalamic area nuclei that included STN, Zi and sustantia Q of Sano. 2) Extended nuclei from mesencephalum, that corresponded to Sustantia Nigra (SN) and Red Nucleus (RN or Ru). In the other side, fibers could be considered more complex and numerous. If it named from anterior to posterior, it could be described as follows: ansa lenticularis, Forel’s Fields (H, H1 and H2), Raprl, perirubral fibers, rubrothalamic fibers, among others (Velasco F, 2009).
2.1 Nuclei

The nuclei extend from the midbrain area to midbrain diencephalon and involved SN and RN.

2.1.1 Substantia nigra

The substantia nigra is a great motor nucleus located between the tegmentum and the bases of the stem along the midbrain, extending into the subthalamic region of the diencephalon. The core is formed for medium-sized multipolar neurons. It is divided into two parts: one part compacta (SNc) and reticular portion (SNr). The portion is containing cytoplasmic inclusions in compact form of granules of melanin pigment, which is an area rich in dopamine, being more abundant in primates and especially in man. The granules are sparse at birth but rapidly increase in childhood and more slowly in the rest of life. In the reticular portion, the cells are not pigments but contain large amounts of iron demonstrable by histochemistry. Neurons in the pars reticulata are crossed by axons of neurons in the pars compacta. Afferents originate from the axons of caudate and lenticular found in the telencephalon and fewer of the subthalamic nucleus and midbrain raphe nuclei and the pontine reticular formation. The efferent fibers that originate in cells of the compact area go mainly to the caudate nucleus and putamen and some end up in the amygdala temporal lobe. The cells of the reticular portion are projecting into neostriatum, the ventral anterior nucleus and ventral lateral thalamus and superior colliculus.

2.1.2 Red nucleus

Ru is an important component of tegmental motor area. This nucleus has an ovoid shape (round is cross-shaped), extending from the caudal boundary of the superior colliculus to the subthalamic region of the diencephalon. The nucleus has a pinkish color in fresh specimens having a greater blood supply than the surrounding tissue. The core looks red dotted cuts with Weigert and Weil method, due to the myelinated fibers of the same. The red nucleus is divided into two regions: the caudal region that is phylogenetically the oldest, and consists of large cells and is known as magnocellular portion. The rostral is more recent and is especially developed in humans, is formed of small cells, so called parvicellular portion. As afferents can say that those in the cerebellum and cerebral cortex have been the best studied. The fibers that originate in the cerebellar nuclei (mainly the dentate nucleus) form the superior cerebellar peduncles and enter the midbrain. Some fibers end in the Ru and others around him on his way to thalamic nuclei (ventral lateral nucleus) and from this point toward the motor areas of the frontal lobe. These same areas give rise to numerous afferent fibers and there cortico-rubral pathways through the superior colliculus to the red nucleus. Efferent connections of the red nucleus are rubrospinal tract fibers that cross the median plane in the ventral tegmental decussation (Forel) and continue in the brainstem and the lateral funiculus of the spinal cord. Some fibers terminate in the facial motor nucleus and lateral reticular nucleus projecting to the cerebellum, some fibers end in the inferior olivary nuclei. There are also some other fibers involved like emboliform and globose nuclei of the cerebellum.

The other two nuclei are described in the next lines:

2.1.3 The subthalamic nucleus or body of Luys

STN or Sth is pink, is located at the junction of the cap of the midbrain and hypothalamus, below the thalamus. The upper and lower faces are convex. The outer edge is in contact with
the internal capsule, and its rear end is above the locus niger, the upper surface is separated from the underside of the thalamus in the Zi and lenticular fasciculus. There are two types of neurons: a smaller than 10 μ and larger ones occupying the outside.

The STN is one of the motor nuclei and is best developed in advanced mammals. The connections of the subthalamic nucleus are reciprocal to the Gpi, these fibers are the subthalamic fasciculus that cuts through the internal capsule. The subthalamic nucleus also receives some pedunculopontine nucleus afferents and sends some to the SNr efferent pathways (Figure 1).

2.1.4 Zona incerta

Zona incerta (Zi) was first described by Forel. It is a core derived from ventral thalamus, is a different heterogeneous nucleus that remains in the base of the thalamus. It is a very thin core of serpentine shape, starting from the base of the SN to the dorsal region of the diencephalon and ends in the posterior nuclei of the hypothalamus. It is located immediately above the STN, between the fiber bundles in the Forel’s fields and Raprl. The Zi is divided into four sectors: rostral, dorsal, ventral and caudal. The rostral component extends over the dorsal and medial STN, while it caudal or motor remains posterior to the STN. The Zi receives afferent exit points of the basal ganglia, which is the globus pallidus and substantia nigra pars reticulata, the ascending reticular activating system and motor areas, associative and limbic cortex. In contrast, the Zi sends efferent ways to the parafascicular and centromedian nucleus of the thalamus, ventral anterior nucleus, ventral lateral nuclei of the thalamus, midbrain extrapyramidal area, output nuclei of the basal ganglia and the cerebral cortex. Different sections have different functions Zi: rostral sector has been attributed to visceral control, dorsal sector in the wake, ventral area is under the guidance of the eye and head movements, and the posterior sector in the generation of axial flow and proximal members, including locomotion (Plaha, 2006).

2.1.5 Substance Q of Sano

Substance Q of Sano was described by the Japanese neurosurgeon Pr. Keiji Sano. It is located below the Zi and also immediately adjacent to the SN. Its function is not well elucidated; it may be part of the reticular formation.
2.2 Fibers

The efferent fibers of the globus pallidus are contained in two tiny beams, different between them, the lenticular fasciculus and the lenticular loop. The lenticular fasciculus consists of fibers that cross the internal capsule to reach the subthalamus, where they form a band of white substance known as H2 Forel’s field. Most of the constituent fibers change direction in the area prerrubral or H (Haube= cap in german) Forel’s field, and penetrate the thalamic fasciculus or H1 Forel’s field, ending in the ventral lateral nucleus and ventral anterior thalamus. At a higher level, the handle forms a lenticular sharp curve around the medial border of the internal capsule and ends in the nuclei ventral lateral and ventral anterior thalamus. Only some fibers of the globus pallidus veer caudally and terminate in the pedunculopontine nucleus, which is one of the lateral group nuclei of the reticular formation located between the union between midbrain and pons. Mesencephalic reticular formation continues in the subthalamus where Zi appears between the lenticular and thalamic fascicles.

The subthalamus contains sensory tracts, extensions rostral midbrain nuclei (Ru and SN), and fibers’ bundles of the dentate nucleus of the cerebellum and globus pallidus, and STN. The sensory tracts are half lemniscus tract, and spinothalamic tracts that are extended immediately below the ventral intermediate nucleus, where the fibers ending.

Fig. 2. Subthalamic area includes nuclei and fibers. It shows the nuclei of the basal ganglia: substantia nigra, subthalamic nucleus, the motor thalamus and Zona Incerta. Among them, the respective fibers: subthalamic fascicles; H, H1 and H2 of Forel’s fields. The cut is rostral, therefore the Ru or the Raprl are not seen (modified from England & Wakely, 1992).
Dentothalamic fibers that cross the median plane through the decussation of superior cerebellar peduncles surround and traverse the Ru and continue forward in the H Forel’s field or prerrubral area. The fibers help to form dentothalamic tracts and terminate in the thalamic nucleus ventral oral posterior (Vop) of the ventral lateral nucleus of the thalamus.

### 2.2.1 Prelemniscal radiations

Among the midbrain and diencephalon are found towards the back of subthalamus in the mesencephalic tegmentum (Figure 3), an area of white matter containing a bundle of fibers located and arranged so oblique and ventrolateral well the half lemniscus (Lm), this set of fibers are the most posterior and superior to the Zi and for being right in front of Lm are called prelemniscal Radiations or in latin Radiatio Praelemniscalis (Raprl).

Fig. 3. Mesencephalic tegmentum. On the left, the tegmentum is located between the cerebral peduncles in front, and an imaginary horizontal line that crosses the aqueduct, forming a triangle. On the right side, we see the red nucleus and radiation from the tegmentum, which are Raprl (Modified from Testut, 1948).

Forel described in 1877, the position of Raprl. Originally he called them like BA Th, and clearly distinguishing them from his H fields (more medial and anterior), and they shown in the diagram below in Figure 4. The original name was aported by Cécile Vogt-Mugnier, in 1909, to refer to Raprl as radiation from the cerebellum in front of the lemniscus (prelemniscal) and Hassler, as her pupil in 1959, included it in the description of his stereotactic atlas. Also, in 1960, Talaraich included Raprl in his atlas.

#### 2.2.1.1 Raprl definition

When it considered exclusively Raprl like a target structure, this could be understand like a compact group of fibers located in the white posterior subthalamic area, in front of the sensory lemniscus, that brings its own name. But in this moment, the real origin remains
uncertain. Nevertheless, anatomic studies demonstrated that probably they come from three different sites: 1) Axons growth from the cerebellar nuclei to the thalamus 2) Fibers crossing from pallidum to motor thalamus, and 3) Neurons projecting from reticular formation nuclei in ascendant pathway. The whole fibers run obliquely from the posteroinferior to anterosuperior way forming a funnel, beginning in mesencephalic reticular nuclei passing through Substantia nigra to the thalamus (Vim and Voa/Vop) and ascending between Ru and STN and Zi. (Modified from Testut, 1947). See figure 1.

Fig. 4. Forel’s original description of the subthalamic region. Coronal cut with some obliquity. In Fig. 6 (333), fig 8 (311) and fig. 10 (294), are located at Raprl as Bath, RK: Red Nucleus. In the last figure, perfectly distinguishes H Forel’s field of Raprl (Forel, 1877).

1. Projections of the basal ganglia. Globus pallidus are connected to the motor thalamus, by the lenticular bundle and Forel’s fields (H, H1 and H2), also interfacing with other structures such as the STN and Zi. Importantly, the fields are above and rostral to Raprl, and there is no absolute division between them: mainly with the fields H1 and H in medial face, making their way to the thalamus are intertwined. In addition there are fibers connecting the STN and SN by subthalamic fasciculus, which also passes through this area. Ru nuclei have reciprocal connections with STN, which also are compacted here. See figure 7.
Fig. 5. Dentorubric and rubrothalamic-dentothalamic fibers of Raprl. This Flesching or horizontal cut, in a brain (left) and its schematization (right) form a funnel of Raprl fibers from different parts of the cerebellum and red nucleus. Note the anterior location of Raprl over the medial lemniscus (Modified from Testut, 1947 and England and Wakely, 1992).

Fig. 6. Component fibers of the basal ganglia on Raprl. Note to Raprl on arrival to the thalamus via rubrotahalamic and dentorubric pathways and, along with tracks from the lenticular loop and fibers of the Forel’s fields H, H1 and H2 that cross in the posterior subthalamic region (Adapted from Barr, 2005).

2. Projections of the reticular formation. The nuclei of the reticular formation (medulla,pons and midbrain) come down to two important centers in their connections with the thalamus. The first is Zi, in which reticular formation ends and the other is the thalamic reticular nucleus. Zi is adhered to the Raprl virtually its entire course, so leave this core fibers are directed towards the thalamus. There is also an important Zi connection with a motor nucleus of the reticular formation which is the pedunculopontine nucleus. Anatomical studies in cats have shown that, although they have the same name as in humans, this area belongs to the reticular formation of fibers emanating from the
mesencephalic tegmentum and the ventral oral nucleus of the pons and terminate in the thalamus (Nauta and Kuypers, 1958). In the monkey, the same area corresponds to midbrain reticular nuclei (Ward et al, 1948). See Figure 8B.

3. Various projections. There are also other nuclei and fibers that are smaller and are located in the tegmentum of midbrain, which also could be part of Raprl. Some of these are: intercommissural fibers between STN, Gudden’s tegmentum bundle, which connects the hypothalamus with the thalamus; internal capsule fibers of accessory nucleus, among others. See figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Various connections are the Raprl. It is noted that the area of the Raprl exists confluence of several other structures such as the Gudden’s tegmentum bundle, among others. Note again, as are adjacent to the lemniscus Raprl and their relationship to Forel’s fields (Adapted from Testut, 1947).

### 2.2.1.2 Raprl’s stereotactical ubication

Then, in the three spatial planes would be the following relations (Schaltenbrand and Bailey, 1959):

- **a.** In the coronal plane, the Raprl are located below the Voa and Vop thalamic nuclei; Vimi and Vimeo, inferior is placed the substance Q of Sano; externally is the thalamic reticular nucleus, the STN and ePCI; medially Ru is ahead with the Forel’s fields: H1, H2 and H immediately, and in dorsal area is placed the Lm. (Figure 8A).

- **b.** In the sagittal plane are located: rostrally thalamic nuclei already discussed, in caudal part of the STN, SN and substance Q; forward shows the Zi and Forel’s fields medially; and the lemniscus is back. Laterally is located the STN and the internal capsule, medially the brachium conjuntivum (BCJ) and Ru (Figure 8B).
c. Finally, in the axial plane, shows from top-down as follows: outside the Raprl the lenticular nucleus and thalamus divided both by the internal capsule. Thalamic nuclei are Voa, Vop and Vim, and behind the Vce. Laterally, it is located the STN and Zi, and medially the BCJ and Ru, and more anterior Ha, H, and H1 Forel’s field. (Figure 8C)

Fig. 8. Brain stereotactical sections to locate Raprl in humans. A) Coronal, where Zi, internal capsule and the STN stands externally, Ru stays medially; in cephalic area the thalamic nuclei are seen (Vimi and Vimeo, Ce); caudally substance Q, Ru and SN. B) Sagittal section shows where is the oblique arrangement of the fibers with the direction of thalamic nuclei (Vim, Voa and Vop). Ru and SN are observed caudally. Rostrally is finding the STN. C) Axial section puts the Ru and Raprl between the medial and posterior part of the Zi and the STN. (From Atlas for Stereotaxy of the Human Brain, Schaltenbrand y Bailey, 1959).
3. Physiology

If it is considered the anatomical aspects described below, Raprl’s functional aspects belong to diverse systems. The anterior component, which is part of basal ganglia, regulates the postural control. The inferior component has relation with reticular activation and in this sense with selective attention and motor orienting response; and the cerebellar component is involved into the dento-thalamo-cortical system to modulate muscular tone and coordinated voluntary movements. Dysfunction of these systems originated postural abnormalities, tremor, rigidity and probably bradykinesia (Bertrand, 1969; Velasco M, 1986).

Electrophysiological studies in Raprl that have previously been shown that intraoperative microelectrode records under local anesthesia without sedation have reported that the area 2 to 3 mm below the output of motor thalamus has a unitary activity in the not show any neuronal firing, just listening to background activity that is organized from time to time with bursts of 4 to 6 cps, similar to the frequency of tremor parkinsonism (Velasco et al 1973, 1975), also reported by others (Birk and Struppler, 1989; Luecking et al, 1971). These bursts of rhythmic activity resemble those reported in Vim (Jasper, 1966) and Voa (Tasker, 1967) of the thalamus, but are less frequent and prominent. Besides neurons were triggered with morphology completely different to STN. See Figure 9.

Fig. 9. STN and Raprl register comparison. Voltage difference seen at the site where the neurons firing in the STN when is compared to the Raprl. There is practically a physiological noise corresponding to fibers and a few neurons firing.
In addition, getting late evoked potentials already described previously (Velasco et al., 1988) confirms the involvement of the reticular formation in PD. Events related to somatic evoked potential (SEP) induced by median nerve stimulation during selective attention paradigm when an electrode located in the Raprl. In this area, only the late components (P200, P300), but not early (N20) were recorded. The late components vary significantly in amplitude for the effect of attention, so there is maximum amplitude during selective attention and new and there is minimal amplitude during habituation and distraction (Velasco et al., 1975, 1979, 1986; Jiménez et al., 2000). In contrast, the SEP recorded immediately posterior and medial lemniscus show a prominent N20, but not later P200 and P300 components. These findings place the Raprl as an extralemniscal system and are in contradiction with other reports (Birk and Struppler, 1989; Luecking et al, 1971, Momma et al, 1980). Similar components without component P200 were recorded early in the mesencephalic reticular formation (Velasco et al, 1979). Moreover, in monkeys with radiofrequency lesions made in an area equivalent to Raprl that corresponds to subthalamic and mesencephalic reticular formation, diminishing the contralateral limb tremor produced by lesions previously located in the SNc (Velasco et al, 1979). Also in humans (Andy et al, 1963, Velasco et al, 1980) and in experimental animals (Adey et al, 1962, Watson et al, 1974) lesions of this area can produce a "lack of spontaneous use" of contralateral extremities called neglect.

In humans, this appears to only occur when there is an additional subcortical atrophy in the thalamus (Velasco et al, 1986). In view of these observations, the existence of a reticulo-thalamic that mediates attention and tremor was proposed (Velasco et al, 1979).

4. Targeting and surgical technical aspects

Nowadays stereotactic surgery is refined in the precise identification of Raprl, since it is a very small target. In ancient times the ventriculography was commonly performed, and was changed by tomography scanner/magnetic resonance fusion with specific computational software. Patients are operated under local anesthesia, since patient collaboration and the commonly seen decrease or arrest of tremor in the moment of electrode’s insertion is an important clinical guide of the correct placement, and this is corroborated with macrostimulation when the electrode is connected to screening test machine. Coordinates for Raprl target are: lateral 11-13 mm, inferior to AC-PC line 4-5 mm and posterior to midline point in AC-PC line of 6-9 mm. Should electrodes’ contacts are anterior or superior to Raprl target, the results in controlling tremor and rigidity are incomplete or null; if the contacts are posterior, contralateral paresthesias are elicited, and if the contacts are displaced medially macrostimulation induces gaze deviation (Bertrand 1969, 2004; Velasco 1982).

Before discussing what the effect of stimulation on the sign in concrete, it is worth explaining that it reproduces what happens in the Raprl when the single insertion of the electrode produces a decrease or disappearance of the sign on the side contralateral to the site of electrode’s introduction. This happens dramatically with tremor and rigidity, and for bradykinesia also presented a decrease, and it is difficult to assess the other two signs (gait and posture) with the patient is supine. The explanation of this phenomenon has been described from thalamotomy or subthalamotomy, where the insertion of the radiofrequency electrode to the distance and the tip of the instrument on the nerve tissue, causes that the
motor circuit that is blocked by the physical presence of the object. Once in the post-operative, clinical signs reappear in the patient. The same happens with the introduction of a single electrode first, by modifying the above signs, and introducing the second electrode there is also the same effect on the opposite side of implantation.

In some cases of a second (bilateral) electrode implantation, it is also worth discussing the transient impairment of consciousness after the introduction of it. It happens when it introduces in the left side, but when he gets on the contralateral side, the patient must be alert, is immobilized and has transient aphasia comprehension and expression. The patient presents an excessive sleepiness that lasts even after the surgery a few hours to 48 hours. The way that can explain this is to prevent access of information by ascending activating system, leading to a consequent loss of consciousness and awake. This effect is transitory and after this time the patient is recovered the alert state.


The next are the indications to choose patients to Raprl neuromodulation:

1. Patients diagnosed with idiopathic PD.
2. Good response to Levodopa test.
3. Age between 35 to 80 years.
4. Intact cognition or discrete alterations of mood.
5. Tremor is the predominant symptom.
6. Rigidity accompanies tremor.
7. Acral bradykinesia.

On the other side, the issues below are contraindications:

1. Rigidity/bradykinetic signs exclusively.
2. Severe unbalance or gait disturbances.
3. Traditional surgical contraindications (coagulopathies, high anesthetic risk ASA > 3, etc...).
4. Patients with previous brain lesions, mainly in subthalamus.

6. Results

6.1 Neuroimaging

The next images demonstrated the site of the electrodes between the Ru and Zi. Figure 10 shows an axial image where the electrodes are observed in Raprl. The electrodes are located between STN and Ru nuclei, being one tenth below the line intercommissural. On the right side is illustrated a diagram of the structures, with the names of the most important structures.

Figure 11 shows coronal and axial sections of MRI in T2 sequence, where the electrodes are observed bilaterally that are lateral to the midline, some of them displayed three to four other contacts as rounded hypointense images with a white halo, which is located between the Ru and STN.
Fig. 10. Position of the electrodes. The image seen in an axial section of the atlas of Schaltenbrand and Bailey, the position where the electrode is located (red circle) between the STN and Ru which it corresponds to Raprl. It transposes the same level on MRI.

Fig. 11. Position of the electrodes in the MRI. Here is a coronal (left) and axial (right) sections. In the first corresponded to 2.5 to 5 mm anterior to the PC on both sides, the different electrode contacts. In the second, two ovoid hypotenses images 2 to 3 mm below the AC-PC line level. Note the electrodes are immediately lateral red nucleus.
In figure 12, it shows a three dimensional representation of an electrode in Raprl target with different projections. In the first MR image, in a sagittal section; the second, third and fifth with an oblique/anterior and in the fourth image at an angle with a posterior projection, that shows very clearly as the electrode through the trephine reaches the stem brain to the midbrain, showing the location of the four electrodes contacts.

![Figure 12](image)

Fig. 12. Three dimensional reconstruction of an MRI demonstrated in a case position of the electrodes in Raprl. It is noted as the electrode enters oblique anteroposterior manner, following a midbrain-thalamic region. The tip is located in the midbrain tegmentum of the patient. The rest of the contacts found in midbrain-subthalamic union in the posterior third of subthalamus.

It has been described in several articles the position of the electrode when it was located in Raprl target. It is interest to note that groups with implantation in STN had reported the best points of stimulation with effectiveness in amelioration of the signs as outside of STN that corresponded to the white posterior subthalamic zone (Yokohama et al, 2001; Yelnik et al, 2003; Hamel et al, 2003). Undoubtedly this is corresponded to Raprl and Raprl/Zi area.

6.2 Clinimetric results in lesional era

During stereotactic lesional era (60’s to 80’s), Raprl leucotomy showed an important effect to arrest tremor with the simple insertion of the leucotome in the fibers that was optimized in the moment of fibers´ coagulation itself. There is little information on the effect in other signs (Bertrand, 1969, 2004; Ito, 1975; Velasco F, 1972).
6.2.1 Tremor

The unilateral lesion in Raprl from yesteryear, has demonstrated a significant effect on this sign. Andy et al demonstrated a decrease of 50% (1963), Bertrand et al (1969) 60% to 90% (1974), Mundinger et al (1965) of 75%, Hassler et al with a decrease of 61.5% (1965) to 90-100% (1970); Houdart et al (1966) with a decrease of 75% Hullay et al (1971) with 95% decrease of the tremor, Velasco et al 44% (1972) to 100% (1975), Struppler et al (1972) with an unspecified data, Driollet et al (1974) with an unspecified data, Ito (1975) with 93% decrease and Bubnov (1975) with an unspecified percentage.

6.2.2 Rigidity

In attention, there are few lesional studies that mention the improvement in rigidity in addition to the tremor. One of them is the work of Mundinger et al (1965), also referred to greater improvement in this sign of 85% vs. 75% of the tremor when the Raprl-Zi damaged. Ito (1975) also mentions an improvement close 100%. Other lesional studies mentioned improvement in rigidity: those of Andy et al (1962), Houdart et al (1965) and Driollet et al (1974) though not in the numbered percentage of improvement.

6.2.3 Bradykinesia and other PD signs

Only one study indicating the presence lesional assessment of akinesia after radiation injury of the skull unilaterally, that is to Houdart et al (1965), where no change of akinesia in patients, it is clear that at that time there were scales clinimetric as we now know it is difficult to reach other conclusions. There were no other studies for evaluating gait, posture or other non-motor and vegetative symptoms in the literature.

It is relevant express there is no statistical analysis established in lesional results to confirm differences between controls and patients with lesion in Raprl.

6.3 Clinimetric results in neuromodulation era

In the first report of Raprl stimulation, the lesional effect was reproduced with the arrest or amelioration in tremor (94%) and was consistent over 1 year; but the rigidity (90%) was also stochastically improved. Bradykinesia was unchanged because was not relevant in those patients (Velasco et al, 2001). The next studies indicated effectiveness in unilateral or bilateral tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia, with less improvement in gait and posture disturbances. In this moment the percentage of symptom alleviation is indicated for tremor 91% (p<0.001), rigidity 94% (p<0.001), bradykinesia 64% (p<0.05), gait 40% and posture 35% (Carrillo-Ruiz 2007, 2008).

6.3.1 Tremor

Unilateral tremor was disappeared with the simple insertion of the electrode in the Raprl target. The results in the acute state were also satisfactory that was permanent when the patients were studied along one year. The effect of stimulation on tremor is indisputable and overwhelming. Unilateral and bilateral Raprl electrical stimulation shows that between 85% and 90% of the PD patients have diminished the tremor. Looking at the figure specified for
tremor, there is a significant decrease of the tremor of all four limbs and head. This applies equally to a large percentage of decrease from 85 to 94% in one year. See figure 13.

6.3.2 Rigidity
If there is a unilateral effect of acute and long term improvement in the tremor, the effect of Raprl stimulation on rigidity perfectly clear and even much higher percentage of improvement, with a very important statistical significance. This is demonstrated in our previous study (Velasco et al, 2001) with a decrease of 93%, also reproduced by the Japanese group (Murata et al, 2003) from 95 to 100%. Like unilateral stimulation in the case of bilateral stimulation, the improvement is very similar being 95 to 100% at the prevailing effect. See figure 14.

6.3.3 Bradykinesia
Bradykinesia and akinesia is not the principal factor to study in the first articles of neuromodulation, because the patients, who was implanted unilaterally, had low or null braykinesia, so the analysis was no relevant. One of the main contributions of next study is to elucidate the effect of bilateral stimulation of the Raprl on bradykinesia, akinesia, gait and posture, because none of the previous studies mentioned any effect on these items, since patients had no alterations in this part. See figure 15.

6.3.4 Gait and posture
So it is fruitful results of the bilateral implantation in patients with advanced PD, noting that the patients had a major alteration to walk with confinement to bed or wheelchair (Hoehn-Yahr of 5) and to improve their scores decreasing by half can walk with difficulty. This is significant from a statistical point of view only up to six months. Then there is the decline and likely to change. If it consider gait, the improvement is a moderate decrease in the rate of 35%, with statistical significance in the ninth month, but with a decrease in the time scale.

In this moment our group is analyzing the data at long follow-up. The scales of subitems in UPDRSIII for each sign are verifying to determinate the exact differences at 4 years. It is important extern that a persistent effect has seen in the next years to implantation and stimulation, but the efficacy was diminished through the time.

7. Other groups experiences
Raprl Neuromodulation is extended to other neurosurgical teams over the world. Murata and coworkers, in Japan, reported that tremor was suppressed by monopolar stimulation not only to PD, but also for different tremor cases including essential tremor. The effect in rigidity and bradykinesia was decreased and it were reported qualitatively and diminished for tremor from 78.3% to 90%, and rigidity 92.7% (Murata et al, 2003, 2007; Kitagawa et al, 2005). Espinosa and cols, in Colombia showed the same effect over UPDRSIII and diminished in tremor and rigidity (from 70% to 100% for both signs), and reported that improvement was sustained over the time (Espinosa & Arango, 2005, Espinosa et al, 2010).
Fytagoridis & Bloomstedt, in Sweden, demonstrated the amelioration in tremor, in an important manner (91%) and also in rigidity and bradykinesia when stimulation in Raprl was used (Fytagoridis & Bloomstedt, 2010).

By other side Plaha reviewed the exactly position of the electrodes in his PD patients with STN electrical stimulation. He described that the best contacts corresponded to electrodes behind the STN. This area corresponded to Zi caudalis (Plaha et al, 2007), that is near to Raprl, how it was strongly discussed. See table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Uni/Bil</th>
<th>UPDRS III relief</th>
<th>Trem</th>
<th>Rigid</th>
<th>Brady Kinesia</th>
<th>Gait</th>
<th>Posture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velasco et al</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Raprl</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murata et al</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Raprl /Zi</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>ET</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitagawa et al</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Raprl /Zi</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>65.7%</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espinosa et al</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Raprl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Bil</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murata et al</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Zi/Raprl</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrillo-Ruiz et al</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Raprl</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Uni/Bil</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>81-90%</td>
<td>88-100%</td>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herzog et al</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Raprl</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>ET</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamel et al</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Raprl</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>ET</td>
<td>Bil</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>68 to 73%</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrillo-Ruiz et al</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Raprl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Bil</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blomstedt et al</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Raprl /Zi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ET</td>
<td>Uni</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espinosa et al</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Raprl</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>EP</td>
<td>Uni/Bil</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>70-100%</td>
<td>70-100%</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fytagoridis et al</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Raprl /Zi</td>
<td>35/27/8</td>
<td>ET/EP</td>
<td>Bil</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PD: Parkinson’s disease; ET: Essential tremor; NP: Not presented; Na: Not applied; Uni: unilateral; Bil: bilateral; Trem: tremor, rigid:rigidity; Zi: Zona incerta caudalis; Raprl: Prelemniscal Radiations.

Table 1.
Fig. 13. Clinimetric changes for Tremor. Longitudinal assessment of the tremor is seen by using the subitem 20 of the UPDRS part III. A and B corresponded to superior limbs. C and D for inferior limbs. The evaluation is presented in baseline, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months. Box plot represents the 75% of all patients; the bar illustrates the median and the outliers, maximum and minimum values. Asterisks show statistical significance (*p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001), (Carrillo-Ruiz, 2003).
Fig. 14. Clinimetric changes for rigidity. Longitudinal evaluation of the stiffness is seen by using the number 23 of the UPDRS part III. The same elements presented of figure 13. Remarkable as tremor, the amelioration of rigidity in the evolution of the Raprl stimulation that is highly significative (Carrillo-Ruiz, 2003).

8. Comparison of Raprl vs STN, Gpi and thalamus as surgical targets

Fibers once they reach the thalamus are distributed in a fan in the Vim, Vop and Voa. This is why despite being effective suppression of tremor by thalamotomy or electrical stimulation of the Vim, the best place to suppression of tremor is the thalamo-subthalamic rim, corresponding to each Raprl core and along or separately (Tasker et al, 1967, Nguyen et al, 1993; Benabid et al, 1996). STN tremor improved, from 60 to 80% in the studies but is not the ideal target to treat tremor (Krack et al, 2003) and even international level is preferred to use Vim stimulation on the STN when the patient presents only tremor and other symptoms of the disease.

The GPi is a target that does not diminish surgical beyond 50% of the tremor, which is not a good anatomical site to remove the ipsilateral or contralateral tremor.
With respect to rigidity, Vim stimulation is not good (less than 40%), so it is not the best method to treat akinetic-rigid patients, this confirms the above that the tremor is more involved with the cerebellar pathway that the route of the basal ganglia. However, both the STN and the GPi are good targets for improved rigidity, but despite this, the percentage of Raprl has a greater efficiency.

Vim stimulation is not useful to improve the bradykinesia. The STN and Gpi alike improve these signs, being almost the same percentage held for the Raprl of about 65%.

In this sense the anatomical targets improve of gait, often the STN and GPi, as both through specific studies on the place have proven effective. The percentage is better than for Raprl, 50% vs. 45%, although the patients with Raprl are advanced (Hoeh & Yahr 5) and that STN patients have a varying degrees of Hoehn and Yahr, so no are fully comparable.

At last, the posture is a good example of improvement also mild level with the use of STN stimulation, but better than the Raprl neuromodulation. This may be due to connections...
with the brainstem to the STN and in the earliest stages of PD in these patients. The Vim and GPI are not good places to improve posture (Benabid et al, 1996 and 2000).

9. The future

The next point would be to establish what is the relationship of these findings with is currently known about the PD pathophysiology, both in animals and humans. If it refers to Alexander and DeLong classic diagram shows that none of the findings of this study fall in there. If it pays attention to the direct and indirect pathways have their starting point in the Gpi/ SNr and depending on their afferents may come from the putamen or the STN, respectively. However this scheme does not specify which routes are used from the STN or GPI. The pallidal and climbing pathways that reach the thalamus has been mentioned, are not Raprl as anatomically way is through the Forel’s fields that predate the site of interest, on the other side cannot be excluded that the fibers emanating from the STN may be added in the same Raprl but this is not contemplated in the scheme of Alexander (Alexander et al, 1986; Alexander & De Long, 1990).

It is relevant determinate exactly the anatomy of the white fibers, with the correlation to functional directions. In this effort, it is analyzing by different methods; tractography, potential unit neuron stimulation and other to determinate the role of brainstem with the subthalamus and basal ganglia.

10. Conclusions

Raprl neuromodulation in the treatment of PD is effective to improve tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia. The results over gait, posture and dyskinesia are less significant; results have been validated by different groups around the world.
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“Topics in Neuromodulation Treatment” is a book that invites the reader to make an update in this important and well-defined area involved in the Neuroscience world. The book pays attention in some aspects of the electrical therapy and also in the drug delivery management of several neurological illnesses including the classic ones like epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, pain, and other indications more recently incorporated to this important tool like bladder incontinency, heart ischemia and stroke. The manuscript is dedicated not only to the expert, but also to the scientist that begins in this amazing field. The authors are physicians of different specialties and they guarantee the clinical expertise to provide to the reader the best guide to treat the patient.
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